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With thorough coverage of historical developments, major theories, and contemporary concerns, Deviance, Crime, and Control uses a broad theoretical approach to explore the main theories of deviance, conformity, and social control and the specific types of behaviours that are considered
deviant, focusing on appearance, sexuality, mental illness, substance abuse, adolescent risk-taking, street crime, terrorism, corporate theft, and religious and political fanaticism.
An illustrated tour of the forefront shoe designer's creative process collects 120 color sketches as prepared by the artist at the outside of his design process, in a tribute that includes commentary by such contributors as Michael Roberts and Anna Piaggi. Original.
The image of Old West saloons as sites of violence and raucous entertainment has been perpetuated by film and legend, but the true story of such establishments is far more complex. In Boomtown Saloons, archaeologist Kelly J. Dixon recounts the excavation of four historic saloon sites in
Nevada’s Virginia City, one of the West’s most important boomtowns, and shows how the physical traces of this handful of disparate drinking places offer a new perspective on authentic life in the mining West. During the second half of the nineteenth century, the Comstock Lode’s mineral wealth
attracted people from all over the world. At its peak, Virginia City had a cosmopolitan population of over 20,000 people. Like people everywhere, they sought to pass their leisure time in congenial company, often in one or another of the four saloons studied here. Dixon’s account of the role
these four establishments played in the social and economic life of Virginia City offers keen insight into the businesses and people who made up the backdrop of a mining boomtown. The saloons in this study were quieter than legend would have us believe; they served relatively distinct groups
and offered their customers a place of refuge, solidarity, and social contact with peers in a city where few people had longtime ties or initially any close contacts. Boomtown Saloons also offers an equally vivid portrait of the modern historical archaeologist who combines time-honored
digging, reconstruction, and analysis methods with such cutting-edge technology as DNA analysis of saliva traces on a 150-year-old pipestem and chemical analysis of the residue in discarded condiment bottles. The book is illustrated with historical photographs and maps, as well as photographs
of artifacts uncovered during the excavations of the four sites. Dixon’s sparkling text and thoughtful interpretation of evidence reveal an unknown aspect of daily life in one of the West’s most storied boomtowns and demonstrate that, contrary to legend, the traditional western saloon served
an vital and complex social role in its community.Available in hardcover and paperback.
There is nothing that terrorized Russian and Chinese-backed guerillas fighting Rhodesia's bush war in the 1970s more than the famed Selous Scouts. The very name of the unit struck fear into the very heart and soul of even the most battle-hardened guerillas. Too afraid to even whisper the name
amongst themselves, they referred to soldiers of the unit simply as Skuzapu, or pickpockets. It was not for nothing that history has recorded the Selous Scouts Regiment as being one of the deadliest and most effective killing machines in modern counter-insurgency warfare.
Parnellism
Your Emotional Boat
Telepsychics
Changing School Supervisory Practice One Teacher at a Time
A Master Photographer s Method for Controlling the Human Gaze
Brazil

This is a Guide for everyone who is studying or revising for examinations. Dr. Roy Paget has a proven track record in improving student's grades; based on over forty years experience in education. The book uses Dr. Roy Paget's unique brain based learning techniques, which are applicable to all ages and subjects.This book really is an invaluable resource.The book comes
complete with a downloadable resource pack, which includes printable revision aids, mind map examples, and memory improving exercises.
Case Interview Success is a must-read for anyone applying for a consulting position. The book takes you inside a typical consulting case interview by exploring in detail the entire case interview process, and will leverage you to crack the most complex business cases. The main features of this book are: A detailed discussion of the entire case interview process Key business case
frameworks with practice cases and solutions Key strategies to crack presentation cases, guesstimates and brainteasers Tom Rochtus works as a strategy consultant at Bain & Company, one of the world's most prestigious management consulting firms. For more information please visit: aceyourcase.com
This book is a manual for educators to use in curriculum planning and development. Chapter 1 examines the nature of curriculum and its relationship to instruction by (1) defining curriculum and the four main levels of curriculum work (curriculum policy, field of study, program of studies, and course) and (2) distinguishing between six types of curriculums (recommended, written,
taught, supported, tested, and learned). Chapter 2 explains the process of reflecting district goals in the curriculum. Chapter 3 explains how to improve the curriculum in a given field of study. Chapter 4 discusses improving a program of studies at a given level through aligning goals, achieving balance and curricular integration, improving skills, achieving open access, and
responding to student needs. Chapter 5 discusses improving a set of skills across the curriculum in areas of writing, reading, and critical thinking. Chapter 6 reviews the standard model for developing new courses and then explains a naturalistic model that emphasizes quality of learning. Chapter 7 discusses responding to individual differences and describes three specific
approaches: mastery learning, cooperative learning, and computer-assisted instruction. Numerous figures illustrate chapter contents. An appendix contains a bibliography of resources for the subject fields of art, business, English/language arts, foreign language, health, home economics, mathematics, music, reading, science, social studies, and technology. (IW)
Kate Bloomfield is back! And she's got a lot to say -- about school and friends and parents, about cartwheels (she can't do them), about parsnips (she won't eat them), about being alone and being herself, about life and love...even about Dave Nelson, who doesn't know she's alive. Outspoken, funny, sometimes confused but always observant, Kate is writing it all down -- "Hey
World, Here I Am!" Notable Children's Books of 1989 (ALA) Best Books of 1989 (SLJ) Notable 1989 Children's Trade Books in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC) Children's Books of 1989 (Library of Congress) 1989 Children's Books (NY Public Library)
Manual for Inspectors
Curious Freckles
The Cartoonist
Assyrian Dictionary
Three Sips of Gin
Concepts in Physical Science
As seen in Time, USA TODAY, The Atlantic, The Wall Street Journal, and on CBS This Morning, BBC, PBS, CNN, and NPR, iGen is crucial reading to understand how the children, teens, and young adults born in the mid-1990s and later are vastly different from their Millennial predecessors, and from any other generation. With generational divides wider than ever, parents,
educators, and employers have an urgent need to understand today’s rising generation of teens and young adults. Born in the mid-1990s up to the mid-2000s, iGen is the first generation to spend their entire adolescence in the age of the smartphone. With social media and texting replacing other activities, iGen spends less time with their friends in person—perhaps contributing
to their unprecedented levels of anxiety, depression, and loneliness. But technology is not the only thing that makes iGen distinct from every generation before them; they are also different in how they spend their time, how they behave, and in their attitudes toward religion, sexuality, and politics. They socialize in completely new ways, reject once sacred social taboos, and
want different things from their lives and careers. More than previous generations, they are obsessed with safety, focused on tolerance, and have no patience for inequality. With the first members of iGen just graduating from college, we all need to understand them: friends and family need to look out for them; businesses must figure out how to recruit them and sell to them;
colleges and universities must know how to educate and guide them. And members of iGen also need to understand themselves as they communicate with their elders and explain their views to their older peers. Because where iGen goes, so goes our nation—and the world.
Build valuable skills that are in high demand in today’s businesses with Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann/Anderson/Sweeney/Williams' market-leading BUSINESS ANALYTICS, 3E. Readers master the full range of analytics while strengthening descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytic skills. Real-world examples and visuals help illustrate data and results for each topic. Clear,
step-by-step instructions guide readers through using various software programs, including Microsoft Excel, Analytic Solver, and JMP Pro, to perform the analyses discussed. Practical, relevant problems at all levels of difficulty reinforce and teach readers to apply the concepts learned. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The Command to Look was one of William Mortensen's most influential and sought-after books, and has been out of print for fifty years. Reproduced here in full, this book includes an essay by Michael Moynihan on how its images influenced the occult "lesser magic" of the founder of the Church of Satan, Anton Szandor LaVey. The book reproduces fifty-five images of Mortensen's
best work and text by the wittiest and most biting writers on photography of their time.
Presents the basic concepts of science utilizing the historical and philosophical approach.
The Emerging Economic Boom, 1995-2005
Case Interview Success
Extended Mathematics Fof Igcse
Hey World, Here I Am!
The Command to Look
An Introduction to Rehabilitation Engineering
`Each chapter in the book is firmly rooted in research and is well referenced as one would expect of such a book. It will be of particular use to people with an academic interest in this aspect of school management but will also be thought-provoking for those who are involved in the development of the curriculum within their institution' - escalate This book explores many of the new aspects of the core business of schools and
colleges, that is, the curriculum. Keeping the focus clearly on learning and teaching, the contributors explore the practical issues for managers at institutional level, within the context of their need to understand and analyze key educational values and principles. Part One presents overviews of theories and models of curriculum, while Part Two examines how these are applied through planning, monitoring and evaluating. Part Three
explores in detail the various managerial roles within schools and colleges from leaders to those responsible for cross-curriculum work and special educational needs. The fourth part discusses the importance of effectively managing resources for the curriculum - the environment, support staff and finance. Contributors use empirical research evidence to analyze current curriculum trends whilst proposing various new models which
are likely to emerge in the 21st century.
Every mathematician (beginner, amateur, and professional alike) thrills to find simple, elegant solutions to seemingly difficult problems. Such happy resolutions are called ""aha! solutions,"" a phrase popularized by mathematics and science writer Martin Gardner. Aha! solutions are surprising, stunning, and scintillating: they reveal the beauty of mathematics. This book is a collection of problems with aha! solutions. The problems are
at the level of the college mathematics student, but there should be something of interest for the high school student, the teacher of mathematics, the ""math fan,"" and anyone else who loves mathematical challenges. This collection includes one hundred problems in the areas of arithmetic, geometry, algebra, calculus, probability, number theory, and combinatorics. The problems start out easy and generally get more difficult as
you progress through the book. A few solutions require the use of a computer. An important feature of the book is the bonus discussion of related mathematics that follows the solution of each problem. This material is there to entertain and inform you or point you to new questions. If you don't remember a mathematical definition or concept, there is a Toolkit in the back of the book that will help.
Picture book written and created by Joanne Brooker. Full colour illustrated book aimed at seven years upwards. Tells the story of a despotic ruler who is toppled by the art of a Cartoonist. A book on bullying, politics and the power of Cartoons.
What does innocence, discovery, and motherhood have in common? Freckles and Violet have a special friend on the farm. Who is it? Springtime on the farm is filled with newness. Read "Curious Freckles," and find out for yourself the fantastically fun experiences the farm has to offer.
Intriguing Secrets
How a Fledgling Telecom Company Forged a New Path to Big Profits and Market Dominance
New Evidence on Accountability Reforms
Business Analytics
Intended to Further the Study of the Cuneiform Inscription of Assyria and Babylonia
Meeting Jesus in the Sacraments

Lighting is a basic, yet difficult-to-master, element of interior design, and Lighting Design Basics provides the information you need in a concise, highly visual format. Two leading designers, both with decades of experience, offer straightforward coverage of concepts and techniques, and present realistic goals you can use as guides to creating simple, typical lighting designs and when collaborating with professional designers on more
complex projects. Design scenarios for more than twenty different spaces illustrate real-world case studies for illuminating residential and commercial spaces, from kitchens to doctors' offices. Each scenario includes an in-depth rationale for the proposed solution, insightful lighting distribution diagrams, floor plans, and details for lighting installation and construction. In addition, exercises allow you to develop lighting design skills in
preparation for working on actual projects, as well as the NCIDQ and NCARB exams. Packed with informative illustrations, Lighting Design Basics is an invaluable resource for students, as well as interior designers and architects studying for professional licensing exams.
YOUR EMOTIONAL BOAT Field Guide The Field Guide is a companion book to Your Emotional Boat. The Field Guide utilizes the Personality Styles of the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator and compares them to a “boat” style. Readers will learn to identify their “boating style” to help them navigate through life in ways that will help them create the type of life that they want to create. Not only will the reader be able to
identify their own personal “boat” style, but they will also learn how to identify the boat style of the other people in their life. Those involved in counseling, or the service fields, will also learn how to adapt their approach to the people they serve in order to produce the greatest benefit.
Offering an anthropological perspective, this volume explores the changing relations between law and governance, examining how changes in the structure of governance affect the relative social significance of law within situations of legal pluralism. The authors argue that there has been a re-regulation rather than a de-regulation, propagated by a plurality of regulative authorities and this re-regulation is accompanied by an increasing
ideological dominance of rights talk and juridification of conflict. Drawing on insights into such processes, this volume explores the extent to which law is used both as a constitutive legitimation of governance and as the medium through which governance processes take place. Highlighting some of the paradoxes and the unintended consequences of these regulating processes and the ensuing dynamics, Rules of Law and Laws of Ruling
will be a valuable resource for researchers and students working in the areas of legal anthropology and governance.
"This book is about the threats to education quality in the developing world that cannot be explained by lack of resources. It reviews the observed phenomenon of service delivery failures in public education: cases where programs and policies increase the inputs to education but do not produce effective services where it counts - in schools and classrooms. It documents what we know about the extent and costs of such failures across low
and middle-income countries. And it further develops the conceptual model posited in the World Development Report 2004: that a root cause of low-quality and inequitable public services - not only in education - is the weak accountability of providers to both their supervisors and clients.The central focus of the book, however, is a new story. It is that developing countries are increasingly adopting innovative strategies to attack these
problems. Drawing on new evidence from 22 rigorous impact evaluations across 11 developing countries, this book examines how three key strategies to strengthen accountability relationships in developing country school systems have affected school enrollment, completion and student learning. The book reviews the motivation and global context for education reforms aimed at strengthening provider accountability. It provides the
rationally and synthesizes the evidence on the impacts of three key lines of reform: (1) policies that use the power of information to strengthen the ability of clients of education services (students and their parents) to hold providers accountable for results; (2) policies that promote school-based management?that is increase schools? autonomy to make key decisions and control resources, often empowering parents to play a larger role; (3)
teacher incentives reforms that specifically aim at making teachers more accountable for results, either by making contract tenure dependent on performance, or offering performance-linked pay. The book summarizes the lessons learned, draws cautious conclusions about possible complementarities across different types of accountability-focused reforms if they are implemented in tandem, considers issues related to scaling up reform
efforts and the political economy of reform, and suggests directions for future work."
Deviance, Crime, and Control
Why Today's Super-Connected Kids Are Growing Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy--and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood--and What That Means for the Rest of Us
The Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through
Aha! Solutions
Technique and Tradition
Sellers' Midwifery
Change the entire school culture with this collaborative method of supervision! For years, the classic supervision model has frustrated both principals and teachers by fostering superior-subordinate relationships, focusing on teacher conformity rather than growth, or producing checklist data that are irrelevant to the curriculum. The Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through offers a practical, timesaving alternative that impacts student achievement by cultivating self-reliant teachers who are continuously improving their practice. This method answers principals' key questions: Is the work of my teachers aligned with district curriculum? Are my teachers using research-based "best practices"? Are they choosing the instructional strategies that will promote student achievement?
Making Schools WorkNew Evidence on Accountability ReformsWorld Bank Publications
Is your company ready to take advantage of the new growth cycle that is beginning in Brazil and should last the next ten years? Few Brazilian experts are as qualified to answer this question as the author of this book, Stephen Charles Kanitz. The original version of this book, written in Portuguese, became a best seller in Brazil only a month after publication. A Harvard MBA, Professor Kanitz is the
editor of the Brazilian equivalent of Fortune 500, the 'Best and Biggest' yearbook published by Exame, Brazil's leading business magazine. As long ago as 1984, Professor Kanitz predicted the recession then awaiting the Brazilian economy. He is no intrinsic optimist. In this book, buttressed with masses of data, figures and examples, Professor Kanitz shows that the years of stagnation have been
left behind. To take maximum advantage of this new economic boom, before competitors do, you must become aware that Brazil is ready for a new surge of growth, which will be similar in many respects to the 'economic miracle' of the seventies.
Uehara never liked his classmate, Mizue. But, one summer day, they're both in the same detention session and for some reason he can't take his eyes off of him! Confused, Uehara didn't know what to make of this situation... until Mizue asks him to be his model for his art assignment. Mizue plays if off cool, but is he feeling what Uehara is feeling? Or is he just playing games?
A Guide to Study and Revision
Archaeology And History In Virginia City
Generation Me
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Why Today's Young Americans Are More Confident, Assertive, Entitled--and More Miserable Than Ever Before
Principles of Trauma Care
Making Schools Work
Little Miss Contrary always says and does the opposite of what she really means, to the confusion of those around her.
This is a new edition of an existing textbook, with updated content for the 2006 syllabus. It is designed to be a student main text, and contains all you need to pass the IGCSE Extended exam.
Draws on more than a decade of research to identify the challenges being faced by today's young adults, offering insight into how unprecedented levels of competitiveness, economic imbalances, and changes in sexual dynamics are resulting in higher incidences of life dissatisfaction and psychological turmoil. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Spilleteknisk, biografisk og historisk indføring i en række jazzbassisters spillestil
Lighting Design Basics
Drawings
Managing the Curriculum
Rules of Law and Laws of Ruling
The Magic Power of Perfect Living
The Qualcomm Equation
Annotation The astounding story of how an unknown company made an entire industry adopt a new technology, and then leveraged it for success. The Qualcomm Equation provides readers with a fascinating inside look at how a small company stormed the burgeoning wireless industry and grew into a global multibillion-dollar powerhouse in
less than a decade. This book examines how Qualcomm became so successful, chronicling the early history of the company, then provides an in-depth analysis of Qualcomm?s business model. Through this eye-opening, real-life case study, readers will learn:* how the company pioneered and commercialized a new technology in record time ...
and made it an industry standard* how Qualcomm?s revolutionary business model relied on licensing this technology * key business strategies that enabled Qualcomm to leapfrog the competition* how companies can encourage and use innovation to dominate their marketsIn addition to describing the development of the wireless industry over
the last few decades, The Qualcomm Equation is a riveting look at a one-of-a-kind company.
Answering the widespread demand for an introductory book on rehabilitation engineering (RE), Dr. Rory A. Cooper, a distinguished RE authority, and his esteemed colleagues present An Introduction to Rehabilitation Engineering. This resource introduces the fundamentals and applications of RE and assistive technologies (ATs). After providing
a
This long-awaited revision of the widely used classic text, first published as "Midwifery" by the late Pauline McCall Sellers, is a comprehensive textbook that covers every conceivable aspect of midwifery. It is relevant for use in southern African and other developing regions, updated and in line with the International Council of Midwives and
International Council of Nursing guidelines and standards, and is fully updated and revised to deal with HIV/Aids in pregnancy, childbirth and post-partum care. Basic aspects that have guided this edition include: 'skilled attendance' making the book accessible for any health professional as described by WHO (nurses, midwives and doctors);
the Saving Mothers and Babies reports in South Africa; international developments within the ICN and ICM, and the newly developed World Health Organisation: Partnership for Africa for maternal, new-born and child care (2008) attention to obstetric emergency care aspects, and focus on nutrition and pharmacology in obstetrics by
nutritionists and pharmacologists.
Curriculum Renewal
Clinical Supervision
General Zoology
A Field Guide
The Reform and Abolition of the Traditional Chinese Examination System
Manolo Blahnik
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